
The Challenge

• Dalma Mall wanted to increase the footfall of both new and returning
customers.

• The shopping centre also wanted to increase their Instagram following as
well.

• They wanted to  their visitors to connect to the free guest WiFi,
continuing to build their CRM and drive sales.
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Gamifying WiFi Experience: Dalma Mall 
e Promotion 

The Solution 

Aislelabs assisted Dalma Mall in implementing its Winter Campaign “WiNFi – 

Connect & Win”, o�ering its visitors an opportunity to enter into the Digital Ra�e 

promotion & win the grand prize of a brand-new SUV “Chevrolet Tahoe”. The 

campaign was promoted on the WiFi login splash page, asking visitors to sign in 

using their Instagram to stand a chance to win the grand prize. 

The mall initiated an email campaign with an invite to participate in the ra�e to 

nearly 80,000 email addresses in the CRM. The email informed users they could 

only enter the contest by visiting the mall and logging in with their Instagram 

accounts. This enticed customers to not only return to the shopping center but 

also grow the Instagram page. 

A second email burst was created for those who signed onto the guest WiFi 

during the campaign. Dalma Mall uploaded a set of unique barcodes to the 

Aislelabs platform which were used as entries for the draw. When a user signed in 

using their Instagram account at the mall, they were sent an email with the unique 

barcode. This automatically created new profiles in the CRM for users who signed 

onto the guest WiFi for the first time at the mall. Users who were already in the 

CRM had their profile automatically updated with any new information. If the 

customer had originally signed in using an email address, the information from 

their Instagram account was added, creating a rich user profile. 

The Results

Dalma Mall was able to achieve their goals, growing both their Instagram 

following and increasing their foot tra�c.
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The Client

Location : Middle East

Industry: Shopping Centre

Product Suite:      

Dalma Mall is a super-regional 

shopping mall and one of the 

largest in Abu Dhabi  housing 

over 450 internationally and 

regionally owned brands.
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